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Compounding dry and hot events are challenging the world under a changing climate. This
study attempted to expanded the time scale of the Standardized Moisture Anomaly Index
(SZI) from months to days for evaluating short-term droughts. Then, it was combined
with the hot index to construct a daily scale compound dry and hot (DCDHI) index using
Copula theory for investigating important characteristics of compound dry and hot events.
This topic is interesting and within the scope of HESS. However, the novelty is not well
clarified. This paper is very similar with Li et al. (2021), including methods, structures and
figures (e.g, Figure 2). Therefore, I would recommend a Rejection at the present stage. If
the authors can well address the following concerns, I also welcome to review the
resubmitted version.

Li, J., Wang, Z., Wu, X., Zscheischler, J., Guo, S., and Chen, X.: A standardized index for
assessing sub-monthly compound dry and hot conditions with application in China,
Hydrology and Earth System Sciences, 25(3), 1587–1601, DOI:
10.5194/hess-25-1587-2021, 2021.

Major concerns:

There are so many indices for characterizing compound hot and dry events, such as
Hao et al., 2019 and Wu et al. (2021). The authors claimed that these previous indices
cannot monitor short-term events. Absolutely, monitoring the compounding events at a
daily scale is important. Numerous studies have explored the extreme heat events by
using daily indices, such as wet-bulb temperature and lethal heat stress index. The
most challenge is to characterize the drought in a daily scale and then transform to the
compounding events. This study used the existing drought indices by only changing the
input from monthly to a daily scale. I am not persuasive that this is a great novelty in
hydrological community. The authors should fully clarify this issue.



Hao, Z., Hao, F., Singh, V. P., and Zhang, X.: Changes in the severity of compound
drought and hot extremes over global land areas, Environmental Research Letters, 13,
124022, DOI: 10.1088/1748-9326/aaee96, 2018.

Wu, X., Hao, Z., Zhang, X., Li, C., and Hao, F.: Evaluation of severity changes of
compound dry and hot events in China based on a multivariate multi-index approach,
Journal of Hydrology, 583: 124580, DOI: 10.1016/j.jhydrol.2020.124580, 2020.

The authors claimed that they calculated the Standardized Temperature Index (STI)
following the SPI estimation procedures. They fit the daily temperature data by using a
normal distribution function; the normal assumption is OK. As the precipitation
(temperature) in different months have large variations, the SPI (and STI) should be
fitted in each month. Unfortunately, the authors fail to consider such seasonal
variations in the present work.
To validate that the developed compounding index is better than others, the authors
used the NDVI data. There might raise two concerns here. First, the authors use the
root-zone soil moisture data to represent drought, which is surely more straightforward
to link with vegetation growth. So, it is not surprising that the soil-based index can
better represent the drought condition than SPI (and SPEI), which is in the type of
meteorological drought. Second, it is not persuasive that they use the monthly NDVI
data to validate their daily compounding index.
The main methods in this study (e.g., both using WSD, root-zone soil moisture, STI,
copula, run theory, and the same study region) is very similar with Li et al. (2021). The
main differences may be just the input data, i.e., from sub-monthly to daily data.
These issue should be fully clarified.

Minor concerns:

Abstract: Some quantitative results should be presented to represent the increasing
severity of compound events.
L50: “con not” to “can not”.
L61: the “SDHEs” is not defined.
L63: the “SCDHI” is not defined.
The ongoing topic of flash droughts is relevant and should be discussed.
L86: How do you define the “non-arid” region?
L104: “The root zone soil moisture data were used for the appropriateness in
characterizing drought because they have lower noise than land surface soil water.”
The reason about why using root zone soil moisture is not correctly explained. I think
you want to focus on vegetation, and the root-zone SM data is better.
L121-125. The “es” and “ea” in Eq. (3) are not defined.
Methods: So many parts are similar with Li et al. (2021).
Section 2.2.2: The most commonly used copula in Archimedean family is Gumbel
copula, rather than the Frank copula. Please strengthen your reason about only using
Frank copula.



L152-L153: “The compound dry and hot event was identified when the temperature
was less than a threshold value and WSD was higher than a threshold”. I think this
definition is wrong. For example, the temperature should be hot (rather than cold)
when identifying a heat stress.
Figure 2: The y-axis title “SCDHI” is the term in Li et al. (2021). Please revise it as your
DCDHI.
Section 3.2: Before using a copula, it is better that the dependence of variables can be
explored. However, the authors wrongly present the correlation coefficients of DCDHI
and SZI/STI. The two variables of copula function are SZI and STI. So, please present
the correlation coefficients of SZI and STI. There are numerous copula-based
literatures addressing this issue.
Results: The main potential advances in this study is downscaling the sub-monthly
drought indices to a daily scale. However, the authors mostly attempted to validate
their compounding indices, failing to focus on the drought events.
The authors use “significantly” in representing trends, but the significant test is
missing.
The main limitation and future works should be further discussed.
The language should be polished.
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